AGENDA: ASGARD / Cyber Monitoring & Big Data – Session

   i. Juan ARRAIZA / VICOM, ESP & Johannes GOELLNER / ZRK, AT

27.09.2017, 10:30-18:15: ASGARD – Session & Workshop: (Moderation: Jochen RESSEL / ZRK)

1. 10:30-11:10 ASGARD-Plattform (presentation of expected ASGARD-Plattform)
   i. Seán GAINES & Juan ARRAIZA / VICOM, ESP
2. 11:15-11:55 ASGARD-Plattform (presentation of non-restricted first results)
   i. Juan ARRAIZA / VICOM, ESP
3. 13:15-13:35 SENTER- Strengthening European Network Centres of Excellence in Cybercrime (presentation of results of the EU project)
   i. Dietrich LAEPKE / Cyber Academy, GE
   i. Dr. David CAMPELL, Alpen-Adria-University Klagenfurt, AT
   ii. Dr. Viliam ZATHURECKY, Masaryk University, CZ
   iii. Univ.-Prof. DDr. Gerald QUIRCHMAYR, ZRK, AT
5. 14:00-16:40 ASGARD Workshop & Discussion
   i. all ASGARD Workpackage-Leaders & Law Enforcement Agencies, leaded by Juan ARRAIZA / VICOM, ESP
6. 16:45-17:05 Audit meets Cyber Risk - Cyber risks seen from an audit perspective
   i. Franz RAUCHBAUER / Multicont Revisions- und Treuhand GmbH, AT
7. 17:05-17:25 Cyber Defence and Risk Association of Small Medium Enterprises
   i. Hans HARRER / Senat der Wirtschaft Austria, AT
   ii. Johannes GOELLNER / ZRK, AT
8. 17:25-17:50 Cyber threat one of the great issues of our time - An issue of Capital Deployment and Trust
   i. Andreas SCHLAYER / Munich RE, GE
9. 17:50-18:15 Risk-Assessment from a Reinsurance Perspective
   i. Martin KREUZER / Munich RE, GE
Sources of the European Union – research project activities:

  - (This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 700381)

  - http://www.senter-project.eu
  - funded by the European Commission under Internal Security Fund-Police 2014-2020 (ISFP)

Vienna, Austria, 02.06.2017